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Jason ·Mraz comes to Xavier 
GRACE NORTHERN 
Senior News Editor 
On Oct. 20, si_nger and 
songwriterJason Mraz will be per-
.. forming on Xavier's campus. ·· · · 
The Student Activities Council 
is bringing Mraz as the first head-
liner for their concert series. The 
selection and decisio.n to bring 
· ' Mraz was made on a number of dif-
ferent factors. 
"';AC really wanted to bring 
quality music and quality enter-
tainment to.campus. Over the sum-
mer, we were looking at a number 
of different options, and Jason. 
Mraz presented himself as a really 
good and affordable choice," said 
·Student Activities Council Advi-
sor, J.B. Bailey. 
"We thought that based on his 
past record sales, his popularity, the 
fact that he has toured pr<?tty suc-
cessfully with Dave Matthews, and 
he had a heavily anticipated 
sophomore album, that it would be 
Pop star to perform at the Cintas Center 
a great idea to bring him. Plus, he's 
bringing two bands with him as 
openers, Dropping Daylight and 
Dishwalla," Bailey added. 
Mraz is one of the bigger enter-
tainers to come to Xavier's cam-
pus in recent years, both in terms 
of popularity and monetary value. 
His most well-known songs in-
clude his first single, "The Rem-
edy," and his recently released 
single, "Wordplay," from his new 
CO "Mr. A-Z." 
He's ·a singer that has been 
compared to artists such as John 
Mayer, and. he is also· known for 
his live performances. 
"He's probably on the same cali-
ber as John. Mayer; He has a classi~ 
cally trained voice which· makes 
his style unique. Plus, he's defi-
nitely known for his live shows, 
which usually draw a Jot of 
people,"· said senior SAC Special 
Events Chair Collin Brum. 
SAC hopes that with the ex-
pected success of this show, they 
will have the opportunity to bring 
more big name artists to campus in 
the near future. 
''The reason we are able to bring 
Jason Mraz is because the Xavfor 
students have been'· so receptive to 
·the other shows we've brought and 
have been wiiling to try the music, 
whether if it's new to them or not. 
Jason Mraz is kind of a result of that 
and if we want to keep getting big-
ger and bigger, we need more Xavier 
students to come out to this show. 
We are trying to set a record for at-
tendance," said Brum. 
Senior SAC chair Dan Able fur-
ther commented on future shows and 
said, "We are planning~ if all goes 
well with this first show, to do at least 
a second, if not a third show; later in 
the year." 
Tickets for the concert will be on 
sale at Club Day on the Mall on 
Monday. They are.$15 for students. 
The show is scheduled for 9 p.m. on 
Oct. 20 in the Cintas Center. 
·-
'v,. • ~.: ~l 
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Singer/songwriter Jason Mraz will be performing at Cintas Oct. 20. 
Sub.way: Not just for Jared anym.ore 
GRACE .NORTHERN 
Senior News Editor 
In the 2005 fall semester, the 
Gallagher Student Center will b~ 
incorporating a Subway restaurant 
as a new additio!l to the food court. 
This new addition to Xavier's 
campus is a result of many months 
of hard work and persistent efforts 
made by students, administrators, 
and Subway representatives. 
Joe Van Deman, the pdmary stu-
dent representative responsible for 
the arrival of Subway on campus, 
began this project nearly two years 
ago. 
"Sub·vay started out as an idea 
·that basLally came from my ticket's 
student government executive 
campaign a couple of years ago. 
We talked to students .to see what 
they wanted when we were _getting 
our platform together and pretty 
much all students said that they 
wanted more options to eat on cam-
pus," reported Van Deman 
"A large majority of those stu-
dents-I wou!d say abotit 75 per-
cent-said Subwa:x. when we asked 
them what they would like. We 
·decided that was something we 
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would like to pursue," Van Deman _ worked to make ithappen. However, 
added. I needed more information to· help 
After establishing the initial . convince our school to do it. To get 
idea of opening a Subway, Van, that information, I applied to be a 
Deman bega11 the ·process of ex- Subw.ay franchisee. They started 
ploring what options Xavier had, sending. me all . of the information 
as well as tl}e realistic. possibility regarding the Subway franchise," 
of opening such ~ franchise in said Van Deman. 
Gallagher. •, While Van Deman was further 
'Twent ahead and started meet- educating himself on the necessary 
ing with some people to see what . steps required for the development 
. our current situa-
tion was like in 
Gallagher and 
what our options 
were. It seemed to 
be going no-
where, and ini- · 
tially, all we heard 
was no," said Van 
Deman. 
Regardless of 
the negative re-
sponses that Van 
Deman was hear-
ing, he was persis-
tent in his efforts 
to open a· Subway. 
of a franchise, he was also estab-
lishing connectfons with the nec-
essary people on. and off Xavier's . 
campus. 
· "I shared the idea with Director 
of Auxiliary Services Tom Barlow 
awhile ago and he liked it. He's sort 
of a mentor to me and helps me out 
with quite a bit of things. So he 
had always been there to support 
it: Steve Bentley, another member 
· of student gov-
ernment, sort of 
· jumped on to 
help me with the 
project, too, be-
cause it was 
something that 
he was interested 
in working on," 
said Van Deman. 
Other key in-
dividuals in-
volved in this 
process include: 
"I knew that it 
was possible and 
I knew that other 
schools had 
PHOTO COURTESY OF NIU.EDU 
AssoCiate Vice 
President Sylvia 
Bessegato, Se-
nior Vice Presi-
dent for Finan-
cial Administra-
tion Dr. J. Rich-Subway is prepared to open up shop in the GSC. 
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ard Hirte, Subway franchise owner 
Eric Frankie, Associate Vice Presi-
dent for Facility Management Rob-
ert Sheeran, and General Manager 
. of Campus Dining Dan Yeager. 
Eventually all of the key parties 
were able to agree and come to the 
decision to open a Subway on 
Xavier's campus. 
Frankie commented on the new 
Subway in positive terms when hei 
said, "We are ecstatic and abso-
lutely excited about it because al-
though we know it's a sinaller cam-
pus, that doesn't matter. What we 
know is that we're going to have a 
really good and different flavor for 
your students. Plus, we're always 
having some specials available."· 
The official opening date and 
hours of operation. ha ye not b_een 
finalized. 
However, Subway will be oper-
ating on extended hours. 
"Subway will be open for their 
hot breakfast items and will also be 
our late-night retail operation in 
addition to Ryan's Pub. Basically, 
Subway will be open all day from 
early in the morning until late 
night," said Bessegato. 
DIVERSIONS: 
When life just isn't 
real enough 
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Rachel Peters, Editor 
Fair· trade begins with the beans 
News Room: 745-3122 
newswire-news@xavier.edu 
SGA Petitioning 
for 24/7 GSC 
SGA released a petition on 
Tuesday, regarding the extension 
of the GSC hours. SGA President 
William Buckley and sophomore 
Senator Jennifer Downing drafted 
the petition due to student con-
cern regarding the termination of 
the 24 hour computer lab and late-
night gathering space that GSC 
provides by the admfoistration. 
Buckley and Downing are 
hoping to gather at least 1,000 
signatures over the course of the 
next week. 
Copies of the petition will also 
be available in the SGA office, 
Gallagher 210, and at a booth on 
Club Day on the Mall. · 
Softball practice 
change 
Intramural softball practice 
times have been changed, and 
will now be held from 5 p.m. to 
7 p.m. on Sundays and Tuesdays 
(meet at Bellarmine Circle), and 
9 p.m. toJ 1 p.m. on Wednesdays 
at the varsity soccer field. 
Women's Health 
Clinic 
The Health and Counseling 
Center will begin a monthly 
Women's Health Clinic beginning 
Sept. 20. Call x3022 to set up an 
appointment. 
Hurricane relief 
effort 
The university has established 
a special section on the XU 
website for information on the 
hurricane relief effort. Students 
can find information on how they 
can help, ways to give, updates 
about Louisiana universities, and 
the latest news and events .. 
Oral histories 
about Kent State 
A collection of 69 oral histo-
ries relating to the shootings on 
May 4, 1970 at Kent State has been 
added to OhioLink's Digital Me-
dia Center. Visit the department 
website for more information. 
RACHEL PETERS 
Campus News Editor 
After nearly three years of discus-
sion, both the Victory Perk cafe. in 
the Gallagher Student Center and the 
Hoff dining hall have agreed to serve 
only fair trade coffee. 
Seniors Esther West and Mair 
Comella began work as freshmen to 
encourage Xavier's administration to 
serve only fair trade coffee products 
on campus. 
The focus was put on coffee as a 
starting point because coffee prod-
ucts are the most well-known and 
available as fair trade products. 
The Fair Traders, a new club 
which became official last spring, has 
been working to make this cause a · 
reality for several years. 
The work for this included. sev-
eral meetings with Xavier's adminis-
tration, students, professors and the 
dining hall's manager, Dan Yaeger, 
over the past three years.-West be-
lieves that "Fairtrade makes a posi-
tive impact on people's daily Jives 
and is something we can use our con-
sumer power to promote a better way 
oflife.'" 
Pure Vida, an organization dedi-
cated to fair trade, worked directly 
with the students and is where Xavier 
is currently buying its coffee from. 
Pure Vida, according to their 
website, states "our mission to help 
at-risk children in coffee~growing 
countries begins with our commit-
ment to carry only fair trade, organic, · 
shade-grown coffee. Our l 00 percent 
Arabica gourmet coffees help raise 
Jiving standards for farmers while 
protecting the environment." 
Pure Vida is a fair trade whole-
saler of the Fair Trade Federation 
(FrF). The FrF works with whole-
·salers, ·retailers and producers who 
· are committed to providing fair 
wages and good employment oppor-
tunities to economically disadvan-
plished, they. believe their work is 
far from over. The students hope to 
someday convert the entire campus 
(including vending machines and 
teachers' lounges) to fair trade prod~ 
ucts. The group also hopes to keep 
checks on the administration to en: 
PHOTO COURTESY OF ESTHER WEST 
Fair Traders meet with a Pure Vida representative last y_ear. 
taged artisans and farmers world-
wide. 
Fair trade also contains a coop-
erative business structure. This is a 
business model in which everyone 
iri the busine,ss owns it and makes 
group decisions on how the business 
is run. 
The Victory Perk has been serv-
ing fair trade coffee since last year, 
and the dining hall followed the 
·trend this year. Alt~oug~ one of the 
Fair Traders goals has been accom-
sure fair trade agreements are not 
being broken. One way they hope to 
. do this is through passing legisla-
tion in SGA. 
"Fa_ir trade is important because 
it's connected to so many other is-
sues. It's just one step closer to so-
- cial justice for everyone," Comella 
said. 
Aside from working to cliange the 
Xavier campus' service of products, 
the group also attends Fair Trade 
conferences, meets with other fair 
CSI comes to· Police. 
Notes· Xavier's campus 
CHRISTINA· STACY 
Asst. Cainpus News Editor 
Last spring Xavier introduced a 
new class to its physics department, 
called Forensic Science Studies 
110. 
The course is an interdiscipli-
nary class developed by Dr. Heidrun 
Schmitzer as a core science require-
ment for non-science majors. 
It will also be helpful for crimi- .. 
nal justice majors, or anyone who 
may be interested in this field of 
study.· 
Students thinking of taking this 
class can expect to learn how to sci-
entifically treat evidence that may 
be collected at a crime scene. They 
wJll then learn how to use this evi-
dence to obtain information about 
· the crime scene as well as about the 
perpetrator. 
' Some hands-on activities in-
clude comparing groove marks on 
·bullets that have been fired to de-
termine from which gun the bullet 
was fired. 
Students will learn how to iden-
tify some illegal substances, and 
even how to tell if a window has 
been broken from the inside or outc 
side, based solely on the glass 
shards. 
Some lab experiments for this 
class may include fingerprint iden-
tification, comparing samples of 
DNA, and analyzing blood spatter 
patterns. 
The class was made possible 
through a Wheeler grant of $2,400, 
used to fund two student interns 
who tested the Jabs for the new 
manual used in the class. 
This class was so popular that 
its mere 18 spots filled very quickly. · 
Since interest in the class is high, 
Schmitzer hopes to offer ·it again, 
with more labs available to stu-
dents. 
Schmitzer is an assistant profes-
sor of physics. She obtained her· 
doctoral degree from the ·univer-
sity of Regensburg and has numer-
ous publications i!S well as 19 pat- . 
ents in the field of optics, which is 
her fi,eld of particular interest 
She is also_ fluent in German, and 
occasionally presents physics ex-
periments in German at German 
Fairview School · in Cincinnati. 
. . 
Schmitzer hopes to teach stu-
dents to be "thorough, diligent and 
careful" in her course. 
August 30, 3:00 p.m. -
Cincinnati Pqlice and Cam-
pus Police received a report 
of three ·occupants in a white 
l 990's Cadillac shooting a 
pellet gun at students as they 
walked on Dana Avenue near 
Clinton Springs. 
August 31, 4:15 a.m. -A 
student reported the theft of 
a vehicle from · Ledgewood 
Avenue. Cincinnati Police 
were notified. 
September 4, 1:43 a.m. -
An intoxicated student on the · 
shuttle van in 900 block of 
Dana Avenue was cited for 
possession of a fictitious ID, 
underage consumption of al-
cohol, and failure to cooper-
ate with a university official 
after giving.false information 
about his or her identity sev-
eral times. · 
September 4, 12:50 p.m. - · 
A student reported the theft of 
approximately 250 CDs from 
· a vehicle parked at l 0 I 9 Dana 
Avenue. 
trade organizations, visits local cof-
fee places in Cincinnati and Ken~ 
tucky thafserve fair trade coffee, and 
does class presentations here at Xavier 
and with high school students. 
Some members haye even taken 
trips to countries such as Nicaragua 
and Ecuador to learn more about fair 
trade and gain real hands-on experi-
ence with the cause. 
'I:he group members are very com-
mitted to the fair trade cause, accord-
ing to club president West. 
Senior Treasurer Curtis Bailey, 
who has been involved with the group 
since his sophomore year, said "Fair 
trade just rocks! lt'sjust the way it 
should be." 
He _added that fair trade is not 
meant to b_e a political st.atement or a 
knock against capitalism, but a way 
to niiike sure that people throughout 
the entire process of the consumer 
coffee business are. getting fair and 
equal pay .. 
He believes it is about "recon-
structing capitalism." 
Aside from West and Bailey, Katie 
Murphy and Monica Barts-Gallagher 
serve as the secretary and vice presi-
dent of the club, respectively. 
The group currently has about 
twelve active members, but hopes to 
recruit new members this .year and 
spread awareness on campus about 
the importance of fair trade. 
The Fair Traders will host a cook-
out featuring organic beef on the 
greenspace on Sept. 14 at 5:30, to 
help educate and raise awareness. 
The club will also being playing 
mu!!ic approved for social justice 
outings and reveal facts about fair 
trade. 
September 5, 1:30 a.m. -
Campus Polic.e investigatedthe 
report of a dispute between two 
groups of students in the Village 
Apartments. Students were ad-
vised and sent on their way. 
September 5; 1: 10 a.m. -An 
underage intoxicated student 
was observed pulling up dis-
play flags ·from the Academic 
Mall. The student was sited for 
underage consumption and dis-
. orderly conduct. 
. September 6, 12:30 p.m. -
A student reported being ha-
rassed by an acquaintance's ex-
friend. Student was referred to 
Norwood Police, complaint on 
file. 
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Avoiding the freshman fifteen 
plan of action '• requires a 
RACHEL PETERS 
Campus News Editor 
Whether you are new to the col-
lege scene or have been in it for a f~w 
. years, you have undoubtedly faced 
fears of gaining weight at some point. 
· Although gaining the freshman 
fifteen has become '"' 
. . ' 
"College students know that · .· ages and stick with just one plate 
they are walking into a weight gain and one drink. That is probably· 
trap when they step onto. campus, niore food than you need anyway. 
· and I believe that these students de- 1\vo, eat only a small serving 
serve to know how they can avoid . "of the calorie-filled main dish and 
this dreaded weight gain," she said. fill up the rest of your plates with 
· Keuilian has specified three · fresh fruit, vegetables, and whole 
main ·categorie~ that contribute to grains, 
the alarming rate at· Three, 
some~hat of a . ··..----------- which college stu- designate 
dents gain weight: . a day o,r-
an increase in calci- two each 
ries, a decrease in week as 
activity, and me- yourdessert 
. cliche, the weight 
gain factor is far 
from being a myth. · 
A recent study · 
by Cornell Univer- · 
sity found that the 
average coll~ge 
freshm.an gains 
about 0.5 pounds 
each week. 
This averages 
out to be two · 
pounds a month ' 
. and nearly 20 
_ pounds for the 
school year. . 
This· rate is almost 11 times· more 
. than the average weight gain of a 
high school student and almost 20 
times the average weightgain of an 
Ameri~an adult. 
Diana Keuilian, a certified per-
sonal trainer and co-founder of 
HitechPersonalFitness.com, has b_e-
come committed to helping college 
students .ITiaintain their weight 
through the publication of her book, 
Avoid the Freshman Fifteen. . · 
.I 
. tabolism killers. day. "This 
The. increase will prevent 
in calories stems ·as many as 
from an increase in 400 extra 
social events calorfos a 
which often con- . day · and 
tain food, buffet help . to 
style eating in col- make des-
·1ege cafeterias, fast serts more 
food due to its con- enjoyable: 
venience and inex- Stu-
. pensiveness, snacking during long dents often 
study hours, and drinking blended kill their 
coffee drinks and Sll)OOthies. m'e tab 0-
Jnstead of blaming the cafeteria !ism by eat-
for your weight gain, take responsi- ing too few meals, which results in 
bility to make wise choices on what ·eating extra large meals once or 
you choqse to eat .in the cafeteri1;1. twice a day instead of proportioned 
Keuilian suggests three solu- meals throughout the day. Eating a 
tions for ~hen you find yourself . small meal every three hours can . 
overwhelmed with the all-you-can-· help keep metabolism· strong · 
eat atmosphere. throughout the day. " 
··. O~e,:diich.your tray and your· Many college students often 
multiple plates of food and bever- skip breakfast and eat· late night 
PAID A.DVERTISEMENT 
snacks as well, which can result in a 
decreased metabolism. Instead, 
avoiding eating three hours before 
bedtime can reduce the body's stor-
ing of fat throughout the night. 
It is also suggested to take just 
10 minutes in the morning to take a 
brisk walk around campus, to boost 
a goal for their own weight, practice 
nutritious eating, and join an exer-
cise program. Students should work 
to avoid fried foods and foods high 
in calories and to eat more fresh fruits 
and vegetables, while finding an ac-
tivity that they enjoy and doing it 
consistently. 
Even doing ex-. 
ercises like lounges, 
push-ups and 
crunches can be 
done with there isn't 
time for the gym. 
"I believe that 
college is a wonder-
ful time in your life 
and t~at you should 
not be bothered with 
the exasperating 
heartbreak of weight 
gain. Students are 
helped mentally and 
emotionally when 
they take the guide-
1 i nes given in my 
book and apply them 
to their own lives 
PHOTO TAKEN BY RACHEL PETERS in . a way that 
gives them con-
metabolism before breakfast.Accord- trol over their physique. This is a 
. ing to Keuilian, it is a proven fact very rewarding process that re-
that aerobic activity done on an stores confidence and overall 
empty stomach forces the body tO well being," Keuilian said. 
recruit energy fro111 storage. · For more information on col-
Keuilian advises students to be lege weight loss or to purchase 
aware of the things that cause weight Keuilian 's book; visit 
gain, and to consciously work to set. www.Avoidthefreshmanl5.com. 
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Motion to allocate Life After 
Sunday $280.00 for their 
2005-:2006 budget. 
~ 
Senate meets Mondays at 3PM in GSC 214. 
All are welcome. 
What: Late Night Movie Series 
When: Thurs, 9/7 - Sat, 9/9 . 
Time: 11 p.m. 
Where: GSC Theater 
... 
·~· 
. :  :), 
Club Day on the Mall 
What1 A showcase of all 
Xavier Clubs. 
When1 Mon, 9/12 
Tlnm 10 a.m.·2 p.m . 
Wheres Greenspace 
~·. 
PAID ADVERTISEMENT THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
.· 
Sara Rowell, 
Editor 
All clubs must submit a Club Activ.ation Form to SGA in order to access their 
SGA funding. Forms are available ih the SGA office, on the second floor of ·. 
the Gallagher Student Center. Access to allocated 2005-2006 club budgets 
. will only be gra~ted after a completed form is ret_urnecJto th.e SGA office. 
The following clubs have .NOT submitted a Club Activation Form: 
Accounting Society 
Advertising Club -· 
Alchemyst's Club 
Amnesty International 
Archaeological Society 
Athenaeum [RSO] 
BACCHUS 
College Friends 
C~mp1.1ter Science Club 
Earthbreaq 
· Earthcare 
Eta Sigma Phi [RSO] 
Finance Club 
Holy Land Christian Ecumenical... 
Human Resource Club , 
· Information Systems Society (IT Club) 
. Italian-American Club 
Knitting/Chrocheting Club 
· Marketing Club 
· . Mermaid Tavern 
Mortar Board [RSO] 
. Muslim Student Association (MSA) 
Natural Ties 
Organizational Communication Club 
Out of Bounds 
Pax Christi 
Pershing Rifles [RSO] 
Pre-Med Society 
Rangers 
Resident Student Association (RSA) 
Saint Peter Catholic Society · 
Saint Vincent d~ Paul Society . 
SeniQr Classicat·League 
Sigma Pi Sigma [RSO] 
Singers [RSO] 
Spanish· Club 
Student Nurse Organization (SNO) 
' Students for Life 
Take Back the Night · 
University Patriots 
. Voices of Solidarity (VOS) 
WRXC (Student Radio) 
Xavier Film Society . . . 
XUSOTA (Student Occupational Therapy Association) 
. XUSOFAT Navigators 
. . . XUTVA . 
- Please note that a club's funds will be recaptured by SGA if a Club 
Activation .Form is not on file· by November I st. 
Jason Mraz 
. . 
Coming to Cintas on 10/20 at 9 p.m. 
. l~cket Policy: .. 
TickeJs are $15 for students. 4 tickets may be· 
p~rchased per all card; only one all card per 
st-.dent. ·Tic.J<ets go on sale at noon. on Club Day, 
Monday, 9/12 in front of GSC •. The first 60() .· . 
tickets are f!tuarenteed flrior seats. After 9/12,· 
· tickets ~ill be sold out of the Cintas Box Office~ 
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RESTAURANT 
New Restaurant Opening! 
PAPPADEAUX 
SERVERS, HOSTS, 
(:OOKS & PREP 
You cari. enjoy excellent 
employee benefits & full or 
part-time hours with a great team! 
APPLY IN PERSON! 
Monday- Friday, 11 a.m._ - 6p.m. 
and Saturday, 12·- 4 p.m. 
11975 Northwest Blvd., Springdale 
(513) 671-4475 
EOE. 
··.·.:~ 
-~'>.·... .·. 
_.::;,~~'!flll:i!l> ..... .' -.. ~·...wt••~t~.f~~/,. 
WWW.ONE.ORO . 
i 
~a CHOICE JS YQURS 
IMPACT 
YOUR WORLD: 
LAWYRJi.AS 
P.RO&EM-S;Ol,. VER 
•The Nation's First 
Five-Semester ~ption 
• Summer or Fall Start Options 
• Dynamic Curricular Tracks 
•Earn Your J.D. in as Little 
·as 2 Years 
~UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON 
. . SCHOOL OF LAW 
VISIT US 
• Prospective Student 
Law Days 
• Informational 
Sessions 
• On-line Chats 
For dates, times, 
and to RSVP, go to 
www.law.udayton.edu, 
click on 
"Prospective Students" 
and select 
"Visiting and Events". 
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Darkroom space 
' 
available 
Let me explain: Xavier no longer 
publishes a yearbook. No big deal. 
$16,000 in debt and Jagging in sales, 
the yearbook club was forced to 
close. 
What this means for us at the 
Newswire is that we have more 
space than we need. The Publica-
tions House (on Herald, next to the 
Williams College of Business), 
which we used to share with the 
yearbook staff is now just .a big 
. one should be using all this stuff! 
What we suggest is that some 
enterprising student start a photog-
raphy club, and put some of these 
things to use. Building a darkroom 
from scratch· would• cost .hundreds 
of dollars, but starting such a club 
with what's already here could be 
done for next to nothing. Why let 
this stuff go to waste? 
Someone out there (since no one 
here is jumping on it) should go talk · 
house that's 
--------------- to the Assistant 
"There's a full only occupied 
two nights a 
week. darkroom downstairs in. 
Vice President 
of Student Life 
Dr. Luther 
So some of the. basement,· ;'ust left Smith and see 
our staff re- how such a 
cent1y went behind. It has almost project can get 
exploring, and • · rolling. 
what w~ found everything a photographer We think it is. 
were several I J d ,,- always a gi:ea 
rooms aban- c_outu nee . idea to utilize 
doned, but left . any and all re-
totally intact by the old yearbook sources available to our students 
staff. when possible, and this seems like 
On the first floor (behind that buried treasure to us and any pho-
kitchen weneveruse) is a room with· tography enthusiasts. · 
a couch, two computers, a printer, Oh, and if any seniors want any 
multiple file cabinets, a closet, and free 2003 yearbooks, we know 
• all sorts of various office supplies. where you might be able to find a 
Cha-ching! · few hundred of them. 
What's even cooler is that there's· 
a full darkroom downstairs in the 
basement, just left behind. It has 
almost e~erything a photographer 
could need. 
There's an enlarger, a timer, an 
easel, a sink, one of those sweet red 
lights photographers use, and all 
kinds of tools and gizmos we don't 
even know what for. . 
Hell, there's even a bunch of con-
tainers full of chemicals for photo 
development just sitting around. 
That's a d!J.mn safety hazard. 
More importantly, though, some-
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Class of·· 
You've got junk! 
NATHAN WITTMAN 
Op~Ed Editor 
Hello frienc;ls, and welcome to 
another edition of the Newswire 
_Op-Ed page. . . 
It seems as though I always 
end up with some kind of unin-
spired diatribe to fill space here 
on t4e Op-Ed page; space that is 
set aside for you, the students, 
_but that's anothe.r story. 
Well, my Joyal readers, all 
three of you, (Hi Mom) and this 
week is no different. 
The enigmatic Banner system 
Xavier has been incorporating 
across campus since early last 
year, causing confusion and frus-
tration among students and fac-
ulty alike, has a positive aspect 
in that it has allowed the merg-
ing of our Xavier email addresses 
with the myxu portal. 
The concept is solid, and its 
implementation has been surpris-
ingly seamless. 
Now we can get all the hot in: 
formation about on-campus 
events, our course information 
from Black.board and·e-reserves, 
register for classes, and get our 
email from one convenient loca-
tration process was frustrating 
·and unsatisfying at best; without 
any "Congratulations! You've 
registered" message, I was left 
with the feeling: "Okay ... I guess 
I registered." . · 
But I digress. Get used to it. 
·(You should hear me ·tell one of 
. my stories.)· · 
Miraculously, I was able to get 
into all the classes I registered for, 
but finding out where and when 
my classes were was another ad~ 
venture into the·bowels-ofMyXu 
Portai. 
To be honest, though, having . 
the correct information does not 
guarantee me getting to class on 
time. during syllabus week. 
For those of you who wit-
nessed my hapless voyage over· 
my handlebars while attempting 
to negotiate _the concrete steps. 
leading down to Victory Park-
way, rest assured in knowing that 
I'm OK''( as if you care) and that 
the class I was rushing to. was 
right behind me in Albers. Weird. 
Anyway, back to· the issue al-
1 uded . to in the headline: 
junkmail. One addition to. our 
electronic community here on 
campus is a vigilant guard dog 
known as the junk mail adminis-
trator.· 
What I find ironic, if not 
. wholly ·frustrating, is· that my 
inbo{' ·has been flooded with 
emails from the junk mail admin-
istrator, informing me that I have 
nojunkmail! Thanks dude. 
If you're anything like· me, 
you probably deleted and/0.r ig-
nored about twelve of these · 
emails before actually opening 
and reading one to find out that 
there is a way to prevent these 
daily updates on your junkmail 
status. 
Now don't get me wrong, I 
fully appreciate all the hard work 
that our IT department here has 
done in order to make our lives 
here at Xavier easier. 
I simply find it funriy that the 
junk mail watchdog emails con-
stitute ninety percent of my junk 
mail. · · 
Why not make it the default 
to have it be a weekly, monthly Opinions. and Editorials 
NATHANWIITMAN 
MAITHEWREILAND 
·Sports Editors 
. MARY BETH BENNEIT 
ANNE SAWYER 
. tion. 
I propose student online ser-
vicesJorm a partnership with 
-Maps.com, giving absent-
minded students like myself fool-
proof directions to their classes. · or some othe~ reasonable c-ycle 
. for· these updates? ... ·Just a 
· thought. 
BRIAN BOWSHER 
DIANA BARREN 
Diversions Editors 
ANDREW CRAGO 
LINDSAY SLOCUM 
Online Editor 
KEVIN BAITERBERRY 
• ANN TASSONE. 
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On the Web: http://www.xavier.edu/newswire 
The Xavier New.1wire is published weekly through-
out the school year, exc;ipl during vacation and linal ex-
ams, .bY the studcnL• of Xavier University, 3800 Victory . 
P.irkway, Cincinnali, OH 45207-2129, 
The slaff editorial is writwn by a dlffcrentslafr mem-
ber each week· and. do not necessarily rcncct the scnti-
mcrils orthe entire staff. It is also not tho sole responsibil-
ity or the Opinions and Editorials editor lo wriw iL 
The statcmcnls and opinioos or Th• Xavier N<1»Wire 
are not necessarily those or the student body, faculty ur 
~dminlstration of Xavier. The statc.mcnls and opinions or 
a columnist do nol necessarily rcnect those or editors or 
- ... · .. ·· 
general staff. 
· Subscription raws arc $30.pcr year or $15 per se-
mester wilhin lhc USA and arc prorated. Subscription 
Inquiries should be directed lo Brynn Lonon, 513-745-
3067. 
Advertising Inquiries should be directed tn Raebel 
Fischer. Advcnising Manager, 513-745-3561. . 
One copy:or The Xcwitr Newswire, dislributcd on 
campus, is free per person per week. Addilinnal ci;pies 
arc 25 ccnL<. 
Xavier University is an academic comffiunity com-
mitwd to equal opponunity rpr all persons. 
As I'm sure any non-first~year 
students here noticed, the regis~ 
· Wouldn!t that. be a nice addi-
tion? 
J Crew . . 
Part-Tiine Position 
J Crew now hiring for part-time client spec_ialists. 
• Must have previous customer service experience. 
• Must have high energy leV'el and enjoy talking to· 
customers. 
• Musi have interest in fashion and enjoy warch~bh1g 
clothing.. · .. . 
Flexible salary. Please ~pply in person _at the Ken~ood 
Towne Centre, 7875 Montgomery Rd. 
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Federal _and state officials fail 
.the Gulf Coast 
HURRICANES,. IDIOCY, AND THINGS THAT GO BUMP l_N THE NIGHT 
BRYON LORTON 
Editor in Chief 
When a country boasts,. brags; 
and arrogates to itself the title 
"leader of the wofld," on'e expects 
· a level of security parallel with that 
assertion. 
We here at the Newswire have 
hear~ gossip about a situatio11 star- · 
ing this title in the face: Hurrica'ne 
Katrina and her aftermath. 
New Odeans, and much of 
Louisiana, is sated .with "toxic 
squp," it reeks of anger and 
corpses, and it had five days to 
seethe and simmer about it. 
. . 
pe@ple, while relief agencies 
.. played catch-up; 
Occasional bursts of anger pro-
vided the only respite for those of 
us who brooded, "What the hell is 
going on! This isn't Grenada! It's 
not Rwanda! It's notlraq! It's Missi-
freakin' 7sippi !" 
Racism? Vacations?_ Budget 
Cuts? Global warming? Talking 
heads can argue these things to 
death, but the real issue at hand are 
the numbskulls George W. Bush 
has scampering around him who 
are culpable- for the needless suf-
fering of thousands: 
Once upon a time it only took ·· Joe Albaugh, a college consort 
our revered president six or seven of Bush's, was the first of two in~ 
minutes to react to a catastrophe. competent heads of FEMA-
Well, a new precedent has been set. Michael Brown being the current 
The abysmal response time and bumbling college buddy. · 
delayed reactions of the Bush "You're fired" are two words the 
White House to an incomparable · president refuses to use, and it's 
tragedy have astounded much of long past time the adminstration 
the international com·munity.. holds it's own accountable for fail-
Rioting, looting, starving refu- ures· in judgement, policy, and 
gees and armed shootouts with law preparation. 
enforcement officials: these are FEMA was downgr~ded from a 
not confined to. foreign countries cabinet position and stuffed under 
anymore. the couch of the Department of 
News media was, for once in a Homeland Security. 
long time, the Johnny-on-the-Spot With the· combination of inex-
in this logic-shaking event--,but per_ience, a slashed budget, and 
attention was all they could bring . delayed attentiveness, FEMA 
to the. displaced, dehydrated could not have saved the Publica-
,; . 
---'I, 
tions House from a grease fire. 
Billions of dollars invested .fo 
securing a place that has been war-
ring for thousands of years and Loui-
siana had no contingency plan? 
The Newswire thinks a location 
that has been called "a basin wait-
ing to happen" for a few years could 
have had contingency plans. 
Louisana state and local officials 
also seriously underestimated the 
potential danger of the storm and 
failed to evacuate residents and se-
cure food and medical supplies. 
Governor Bianco's incompentence 
and breakdown of contipl was an 
enibrassment. 
The Gulf of Mexico rising in 
temperature by degrees me.ans · 
something big. 
A category 5 hurricane in said 
conditfons ought to raise an eye-
brow or two. None of this did. 
Nevertheles~, the time for 
monday morning quarterbacking is 
over. 
The Newswire will do a front 
·page article next week on what 
Xavier is doing to help the devas-
tated portions of the country and 
how you can get involved. Check 
back soon .. Mahala. · 
Graduating Students: Spend an afternoon 
(j).o 
.
. · ... _,-:·G:. _.· 
. . .:· ·:.;:<;. ' 
. ' , .... 
1:A~ic 
Dear Doc, 
I was in the Health Center for asthma treat-
. . . . . 
merit.Twas given so me steroids (prednis9ne ). 
I play; sports. Willthis cause me problems 
.· during drug screens? 
Signed, 
Major Leaguer Wannabe 
Dear. MLB Wannabe, • 
Prednisone is a gl~cocorticoid· steroid for 
inflammation: It is 'no tan anabolic steroid 
which is used illegally 'to enhance perfor~ 
. ma.nee: You don;thaveto worry about it 
-showing up on.a dl"llg screen. · 
. Queitions answered by James P. Konerman 
· /.-f;D~1XU Graduate and MedicalDirector at . 
. < ]lealth&.GOuizse(ing. Center. Quest~ons nuzY be · 
su/Jmitfed;via emailto Ney,;swfre or.dropped, in . · · 
Dor: Taik 66x ai Health & .Counseling' Ceizte;. .· .. 
. ·:. / .. ' .. ~'. ·+ ,',"-:: .;:' <· : ·''-"' .. -.,: .. : .... 
preparing to launch your professional job search 
and your final year at Xavler 
• 
• 
• Friday, September 9, 2005 
12:15-3:15 p.m. Check-in at the Schiff Family Conference Center Lobby 
Workshop sessions at 1 :30 p.m., repeating at 3:00 p.m. · 
•. ,,, , .• 
Behavior Based Interviewing 
Joe. Santos, Divisional Vice President, Western Southern Financial Group 
Evaluating a Job Offer 
Bobby Sanchez, National. Sales Manager, Cintas Corporation 
. . . 
Bring your resume for an employer critique between 1 ?:45-3:45 p.m~ 
' . 
· · Con:ipany information tab!es available during same time peri.od. 
At the event you will also be able to · 
.Register for Xavier eRecruiting 
Apply for graduation with the Registrar 
Learn about other programs/events to help you make 
the transition from Xavier · 
Plus, qualify for door prizes 
. Free diploma frame, compliments of Jostens 
Senior Week package 
Gift certificates for professional clothing 
.. 2 free transcripts; Xavier bookstore prizes 
3 portfolios, donated by Williams CBA 
· FcJod~,~beverages. ard gi_veaway items for all students provided by .Cintas Corporation 
Even.t brought to you by the -Center for Career 'and Leadership Development 
Call'513 745-3140 or visitthe CCLD, Gallagher Student Center, Room 310 for more information 
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Brian Bowsher, Editor 
. Sports Desk: 745-2878 
newswire-sports@xavier.edu. 
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Freshmen set pace 
for cross-country 
In the first meet of the season for the 
Xavier University cross country teams, 
freshmen Luke Beuerlein and Becky 
Clark left little doubt as to whether they 
are ready for their first season of colle-
giate running. 
Beuerlein placed eigh_th in 15:51 
on the men's side, leading Xavier to a 
fourth place finish in the seven-tean;i 
field at the Ayer 5K Challenge at In-
dianRifflePar~. Clark led the women's 
side with a fourth place finish in a per-
sonal-best time of 19:06. 
"I was really encouraged by the ef-
forts: of both of the teams today. Luke 
and Becky really stepped it up in the 
first collegiate race of the!r respective 
careers," said head coach Steve Nester. 
"Three of our top finishers on the 
women's side were freshmen, and it was 
great to see our newcomers fill in for 
the absence of some key individuals 
today." 
Xavier will return to action on Sat-
urday when the Musketeers play host 
to Capital, Ohio U., Ohio State, and 
Rio Grande in the Second Annual 
Xavier Invitational. The meet will get 
.underway at 11 a.m. at Voice of America 
J~ark in West Chester. 
·Volleyball falters in 
championship 
In the championship match of the 
Diet Coke Classic in Minneapolis, 
Minn., Xavier was defeated by No. 6 
Minnesota in-three games, 30-24, 30- . 
26 and 30-15. The Musketeers claim · 
runner-up in the tournament, while 
posting a 2-1 record over the weekend. 
Senior Kate Duchek, junfor 
Danielle Skrajewski, and sophomore 
Jill Quayle each had six kills in the 
match, while senior Jordan Brightwell 
recorded a season-high 18 digs and 
senior Carley Horvath added 15. 
Junior Astyn Bjorklund and fresh-
. man Jenn Welsh were. named to the 
Diet Coke Classic All-Tournament 
Team, while the Musketeers earned 
runner-up honors. 
With its first loss of the season, XU 
now stands at 5-1 on the season. 
Xavier. will return to action next. 
weekend as they travel to Coral Gables, 
Fla. for the Hurricane Invitational 
hosted by the University of Miami. 
The Musketeers will take on Jack- . 
son ville State at 4 p.m. on Friday night, 
Tulane at 9 a.m. on Saturday, and the 
host Hurricanes in the nightcap at 7 :30 
. . 
p.m. 
Anthony Myles . 
drafted first overall 
Former Xavier men's basketball 
center Anthony Myles was selected first 
overall by Guang Dong in last week's 
Chinese Basketball Association draft. 
During the week long pre-draft exhibi- . 
tion, Myles impressed agents, manag-
ers, and the other players in attendance 
with his skill level, foot work and abil-
ity to play multiple positions. 
His team went undefeated in con-
ference play until the last game, solidi-
fying Myles' place as the number one 
overall pick. 
. SPORTS THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Scarlato···scars Morehead 
. .. . . . . . . . . 
State, scores lone go~l 10 win 
RYAN KILBANE 
Contributing Sportswriter 
, The Xavier women's soccer team 
··split two matches last weekend, los- . 
ing their second game of the sea-
son 3-2 against Butler in India-
napolis before rebounding with a. 
thrilling 1-0 win over Morehead 
State on Sunday. 
· Xavier had plenty of opporti.mi-
ties against Butler, leading them in 
both shots and shots on goal, 20-
11 and 14-5 respectively, but But-
ler ~ent ahead early as Ashley Muir 
scored.unassisted from 16 yards out 
just two miilutes into the game. 
They increased their lead to 2-0 
in the- 27th minute when Marianne 
Schilling headed home across from 
Muir. She would pick up another 
goal just three minutes later as she. 
finished a loose ball behind the 
Musketeers' freshman goalkeeper 
Lindsey Cullins. Cullins, making· 
her collegiate debut, grabbed two 
saves in 90 minutes. 
Xavier made a charge in the sec-· 
ond half, as senior Meredith Frendt . 
·scored on a rebound from junior 
Amb~r Silvis in the 59th minute. 
The goal was Frendt's first of the 
season. 
The Muskies inched cioser in 
the 84th minute, as freshman Sara 
Doutt scored off a rebound of a 
Karin Martini shot. The goal was 
Doutt's second of the young sea-
son. 
But it proved to be too little, too 
late, as the Bulldogs' defense stifled 
any Musketeer attempt to tie the 
game in the final minutes. 
Xavier ended their two game 
losing streak on Sunday, as they 
pulled out a thriller to beat 
Morehead State, 1-0. · 
Senior Angie Scarlato took a 
cross from freshman Maggie O'Neal 
and finished it from 20 yards out . 
wi_th just a minute to go in regula-
tion. The goal was Scarlato's first 
of the season, and her first since sit-
ting out all of 2004 while r_ehabing 
from knee surgery. 
Cullins recorded her first shut-
out as a Musketeer in making four 
saves. 
Xavier dominated the statistics, 
outshooting Morehead 23-9. 
The Musketeers travel to the In-
diana · Hoosier Classic iri 
Bloomington next weekerid. They 
will face Marquette on Friday and 
Indiana University on Sunday be-
fo~e returning home to play Louis-
ville on Sept. 18. 
PHOTO COURTESY W . VIER.COM 
Angie Scarlato's late goal gave ><avier 
'a 1-0 win over Morehead State. 
Schureck still 
searching for first win 
Muskie of the Week 
RYAN KILBANE 
Co/l/ributing Sportswriter 
The Xavier men's soccer team 
got off to a slow start in their sea-
son opening weekend at the Jesuit 
Cup in Chicago, producing a 0-0 
draw on Friday night to Detroit 
Mercy, and losing 2-1 toLoyola 
on Sunday. 
Friday's contest marked the 
Xavier coaching debut of Dave 
Schureck, who joined the Muske-
teers after spending the last four 
years as the head coach' at Dayton. 
The Muskies had a scoring . 
chance early in the first half when a 
Detroit Mercy defensive miscue put 
the ball at the feet of senior Chris 
Wolever. Wolever passed it to jun-
ior Toni SkiJdrzik who went one on 
one with Mercy goalkeeper Sasha 
Boskovic, but his shot sailed wide. 
The game was also the debut of 
junior goalie Liam Curran. The 
transfer from Schoolcraft College 
notched a shutout in the first game 
of the season. 
The Musketeers outshot Detroit 
Mercy 8-3 before the game was 
called dt1ring the second overtime 
period due to darkness. 
On Sunday, Xavier scored first 
on a goal from sophomore forward 
Jon Enders in the 13th minute, 
Enders' shot was from 16 yards out 
and perfectly placed in the upper 
right comer. 
But 'the Musketeers could not 
hold on to the lead. Loyola senior 
John Enders scored the lone 
Musketeer goal in a 2-1 loss to 
Loyola Chicago. 
Joe Nierzwicki finished a low cross 
from Keung Sum Kim to tie the · 
gameatJ-1. 
The Ramblers would then score 
the go-ahead goal in the 85th 
minute as senior Dino Melitas put 
a rebound_ of a Eric Speiss shot into 
the net. 
The losses drop Xavier's record 
to 0-1-1. 
The Musketeers return to the 
field for theii- home opener on Sept. 
14 as they host Bowling Green at 
the Xavier Soccer Complex. Kick-
off is set for 7 :00 p.m. 
DIANA BARRAN 
·Asst. Sports Editor 
Joel Gunnarson· 
junior midfielder/defenseman 
men's soccer 
Diana Barran: What is some-
thing about you that only a few 
people know? 
Joel Gunnarson: I lived in 
Novorrioskovsk, Russia (south of 
Moscow) for three years when I 
was younger. 
DB: What is your favorite color? 
JG: Blue. 
DB: If you could go on a date with 
any celebrity, who would it be? 
JG: I have to say Julia Roberts 
because she has that amazing 
smile. 
DB: What kind of music do you 
listen to? 
JG: I love acoustic music;! play 
guitar, so I love any music that 
has an acoustic guitar in it.Some 
of my favorite artists are Matt 
Wertz, Matthew Nathanson, 
Seve·n Day Sportscast 
ay r1 ay 
9 
vs. Marquette 
t Bloomington, Ind. 
. 5 p.m. 
vs. Jacksonville St. · . vs. Miami (Fla.). 
at Coral Gables, Fla. at Coral Gables, Fla. 
4 p.m. 7:30 _p.m. 
vs. Indiana 
at Bloomington, Ind 
I p.m., 
Shaun McDonald, and 
Switchfoot.· 
DB: What is your favorite food? 
JG: I love pizza, but if I was go-
ing to a nice place to eat, Mont-
gomery Inn ribs are awesome. 
DB: Who is th.e person you .look 
up to.the most and,why?. 
JG: I really look up to my dad 
because he has been a strong ex-
, ample to my brothers and me 
about how to follow God and al-
ways do our best in everything. 
He al ways puts everyone else first, 
and shows me how to love others 
based on how he treats my mom, 
my brothers, and those around 
him. 
DB: What are some fun things you 
did over the summer? 
JG: I went on a mission trip to 
Juarez, Mexico where we built a 
home for a family that had previ-
ously lived in a small, crowded, 
one-room building. We gave food 
and. clothes away to the people, 
and I played a lot of soccer with 
the younger kids. It was an awe-
some experience. I also went 
white water rafting and cHff jump~ 
ing in West Virginia wHh. my 
brothers and .some friends.· 
To nominate someone for 
Muskie of tlte Week, or to submit 
a: question, email Diana at 
newswire-sports@xavier.edu 
ues ay 
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. . • ·.·· .. i ... Brian's Song •. · .. ·. 1 
'Welcome to my Jungle 
BRiAN. BOWSHER 
· Sports Editor 
'"Loyalty 1izeans nothing unless it 
has afits heart the absolute principle 
of self-sacrifice." -Woodrow Wilson . 
to follow the wretched path I have trav-
.efed? Likely not, but I was young arid 
influential, and I really liked their or-: 
ange helmets. My hero was quarterback .. 
Boomer E!]iason, and I even made up 
my o'wn little dance, called the Boomer. 
Shuffle, influenced greatly by Running .• · 
Backlckey Woods'touchdoWncelebra-
tion dance. (My parents still have home 
videos of me dancing. Actually, it was 
just me rolling around on the floor 
thrashing my arms and legs wildly, but 
Hi. My name is Brian, and I'm a . ·hey, it was the eighties.) . 
Bengals fan. · - Lord knows, being a Bengals fan is . . 
(gasps from audience) not about glory or triumph. It's about 
) feel like I'm in an AA meeting takiqg punch after punch to the nuts · 
whenever I admit it The first question and living to tell of it. 
I always get is ''Why?!" or ... What the · Isustainedmyfirstshottothegroin 
hell is wrong with you?'' and the truth · thedaybeforemyfourthbirthday,Janu- · 
is Hack an acceptable answer. People ilry 22, 1989. Super Bowl XXIlI pitted 
have called me a masochist, and they're the AFC champion Bengals against the 
probably not too far off. The pain that dynastic San Francisco· 49ers, led by 
has been inflicted upon me in the 16 halloffamequarterbackJ~Montana. · 
years I've followed Cincinnati football Although I• remember little .from . the . 
has been monumental. game, lean remember the exact words 
Why have I not abandc;med my from the TV broadcast: 
team despite said agony, as many have Montana, back to pass. Steps up . 
tried to convince me to do?Well, I can't throws ... _ TOUCHDOWN 49ERS!!! 
answer that either. What I can do 'is With six seconds left in the game, 
prove my loyalty ... chi . · .~·W~,dp n by four, and lost 
ha8 shown so Ii ''lto irie~; ~\:lmiiiiilf · r Bowl for the 
To many i; ;i,:iJf6'*-:'. . ~~.:.' ..ir,·.·,~.: ..••.. ·:.:,·~.·-.. :e;1 'f ~;:~~i ·~~j ·ona&1<~; ·. 
=':::;. ·tr···· 4· ),~.~~ 
learning of plans tc?.. Reiµi · , Iy/I:w~iioo yo,ung for 
professional football} .. 's;tbrh e·:ifu}li~ft'ec'i:C>ii me. Had it 
"Now there's m6re' •Citic .. '.~iptf.~;;#~:r~iJ~~r. l probably 
nati B~ngals ha~6iio0:wriit}'J1 '' ;ri~@ 9µJ:a:::.r;tfa'.v,¢:::;qfop-kicked my 
· ···· ·. ·· · ... · ......... ·. ·an·' '~'::::.'o''th"···er''·'s"'be· .. · ··1·0'" ved Chia Pet. But ing to." , .. "· · · · ..... · wu 
. _ As a matter of fact, the terms at four years old, I was way too en-
''Bengalize" and ''Bengalization" now grossed in my Winnie the Pooh birth-
exist to describe one's transformation day cake to take the game that seri-
. from success and power to a state of ously. · 
''Bengalness';.defined by failure, mis- Anyway,acoupleofyearspassed,a 
· ery, and especially apathy. "Oh yeah?! ·couple of coaches were fired, and the 
Well, your dad's a Bengal!" is a popu- Bengals lost more than a couple, of 
Jar schoolyard comeback. . · games. 
"How com~Dayton doesn't have a In 1994, my dad took me to my first 
football team? Beca.use Cincinnati game, an OCt. 23 matchup versus the 
would want one." Browns in Cleveland. Lefme say this 
''What's the difference between the right now: theDawgPound is no place 
Bengalsandadollar?Yougetfourquar- for a little kid in a Bengals shirt. Then 
ters out of a dollar." again, I wa8 probably lucky to be as 
"Where do you go in case of a tor- young as I was, since some fat ass in a 
nado?°PaulBrownStadium. Theynever dog mask probably would have 
get a touchdown there." I could go on cracked my skull with_ a milk bone had 
all night. I been a little older. In any event, I sim-
Knowing this, would I have chosen ply had to se_ttle (or verbal abuse and. 
PHOTO COURTESY BEl\IGALS.HP.INFOSEEK.COJP 
Running Back tckey Woods' "lckey Shuffle" was the inspiration for 
my sos-induced break dance I called the "Boomer Shuffle:' · 
quick glances of evil from the people 
sitting around me. · 
As for the game, things were going 
well until Corey Sawyer muffed a punt 
that led to a Browns touchdown. The 
exclamation point to the 37-13 loss, 
their seventh in seven games played, 
was definitely Louis Oliver's intercep-
. tion of a VinnyTestaverde pass with no 
one but Bengals between him and the 
endzone. 
While walking it in for a sure six 
points, Oliver spontaneously dropped 
the ball, then watched_itroll harmlessly 
out of bounds. My yells of tiustration 
probably would have been. loud 
enough· for Oliver to hear, had it not 
been fo~ the laughter of 80,000. 
You would think a traumatic event 
in hostile tertjtory would make me re-
evaluate my life and reconsider my al-
legiances. And yet, I remained loyal. 
The following years were more of 
the same, as the Bengals won a grand 
total of eleven games from 1998 
through 2000 in cementing tJ:ieir place 
as the most pathetic team·of the de-
,, 
cade. They suffered losing streaks of at 
least six games each year, including a 
nine game streak in 1998. Fed up with 
the losing culture,. head coach Bruce· 
Coslet quit only three games into the 
2000 season, an extreme rarity in the 
NFL.It proved that ncit only were the 
players giving up, so too was the coach. . 
You would think that after watch-
ing players, coache!J, and management 
alike all succumb to ''Bengalized" apa-
thy, I would follow suit. And yet, I re-
mained loyal. 
After the worst season in Bengals 
history, 2-14 in 2002, there was a sur-
prising amount of optimism for the 
2003 season. New coaehMarvinLewis 
vowed to tum the decrepit franchise 
into a playoff and Super Bowl con-
tender. 
My cautious optimism transformed 
into schoolgirl giddiness after a stretch 
of six wins in seven games put them in 
striking distance of the playoffs, at least 
until (alleged) murderer Ray Lewis and 
his Baltimore Ravens came rapping at 
the door. Understandably fearful of get-
ting stabbed, the Bengals lost the game 
and ~ell out of first place in the divi- · 
sion. 
Last year produced a new starting 
quarterback but the same 8-8 record, 
setting the stage for this season which 
will be regarded as either the greatest 
triumph or greatest disappointment of 
the past 15 years; With the key figures 
from an explosive offense all coming 
back, plus soine new faces on defense, 
expectations in the Queen City are at. 
an all-time high. Another losing sea-
son this year woilld probably send me 
into a death spiral of depression so deep 
that _not even Tom Cruise's scientology 
could pull ine out 
.You would think that after experi-
encing so much football-related emo-
tional pain fil:id scarring, I'd be tempted 
tc:i give it all up for a more relaxing 
sport like curling. 
And yet, I will remain loyal. My 
name is Brian, and I will always be a 
Bengals fan. 
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Sometimes rooting for the Bengals 
feels like cheering on the Jamaican 
Bobsled Team while watching "Cool 
Runnings" for the 15th time. Even 
though you know how it ends, a small 
part of you still hopes that this time the 
sled will hold together. Well, call me 
nai've, but more than a small part of me 
is expecting Cincinnati to "feel the 
rhythm" in the playoffs for the first time 
. since 1990. · 
When you really think about it, 
there's actually a lot in common be-
tween our lovable Bengals and the best 
bobsled-themed sports movie ever 
made . 
. Derice Bannock= Carson Palmer: 
They're the undisputed leaders of their 
teams. They're stoic and serious, yet 
able to joke around with their team-
mates. Derice hadn't been in a real 
bobsled, while Carson still hasn't 
played a full NFL schedule, but both 
have the total respect of their teammates 
and are looked upon to steer the ship 
(literally and figuratively, respectively). 
Sanka Coffie=ChadJohnson: Who 
could forget push cart derl:iy champion 
Sanka, portrayed brilliantly by acting 
superstar Doug E.-Doug. Like Chad, 
this motormouth may seem cocky and 
es ·:by~xg,.. ~~ays 
'-~~k~~~ 
emighteven · 
resist an effort to get to know him, but 
he will be the first to stand up for a 
teammate in a (bar) fight Although he 
once only played to "get off the is-
land" he's now one of the faces of the 
franchise. 
Junior Bevil=???: OK, so it's not a 
perfect comparison. There really isn't 
a current Bengal who's small, quiet, 
smart, clumsy, and tries hard despite 
limited physical talents. Wait, is Craig 
Krenz.el still on the team? Perfect 
So there you have it, the 2005 Cin-
cinnati RastaBengals. As in the last two 
years under Marvin Lewis, we all know 
they'll start embarrassingly slow, re-
bound with a shockingly impressive 
performance in the second third of the 
schedule, arid be blazing down fr.e 
track to start the third. 
Now if they can just survive turn, 
errr, week 15 at Detroit without the 
screws falling off, we could actually be 
seeing playoff football in the Queen 
City. But no matter what, I'il be the first 
to stand and clap as they cross the fin-
ish line. 
_ -Brian Bowsher 
Jw1ior 
This space is yours!! 
If you ... 
-are outraged by something 
in the world of sports 
-have something you need to 
get off your chest 
-think Brian Bowsher is a 
know-nothing idiot 
then send your thoughts to: 
newswire-sports@xavier.edu 
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'The Langest Yard' 
The Gallagher Student Center's 
Late Night Movie Series will be 
presenting "The Longest Yard," a 
remake of the classic prison foot-
ball film starring Adam Sandler, 
Chris Rock, and Burt Reynolds. 
Showings wiH be at 11 p.m. 
nightly, Wednesday through Fri-
day, in the Gallagher Student Cen-
ter Theatre. Admission is free to 
all XU students. 
. 
.'Intimate Apparel' 
Ensemble Theatre of Cincin-
. nati is presenting the regional pre-
miere of "Intimate Apparel" by 
Lynn Nottasge. Winner of the 
2004 New York Drama Critics' 
Circle Award for best play, this 
drama is a loving and evocative 
portrayal of an extraordinary Af-
rican American woman in New 
York at the turn of the 20th cen-
tury .. The play opens Wednesday 
evening. For more information, 
call (513) 421-3555 or visit 
www.cincyetc.com 
'Our Town' 
Celebrate family and commu-
nity with, the Cincinnati 
Shakespeare Festival's production 
of Thorton Wilder's American 
Classic "Our Town," opening Sat-
urday. For tickets and more in-
formation, call (513) 381-BARD 
or visit www.cincyshakes.com. 
July for Kings 
July for Kirigs will be perform-
ing at 8 p.m. on Monday on the 
greenspace courtesy of SAC. 
Come enjoy some free live music, 
and be sure to show up early for 
free food at 7:30. · 
Lunchtime recital 
Bassist Tom Sherwood and.ac-
companist Lisa Ferrel will per-
form at 12:30 p.m. on· Sept. 14 in 
the Edgecliff Recital Hail. Music 
will include pieces· by Mozart, 
Schubert, L~we, and more. This 
performace is free to all XU stu-
dents. 
· Musical in the park 
The Cincinnati Playhouse in 
t.he Park presents the musical·"A 
Funny Thing Happened on the 
Way to the Forum," opening at 8 
p.m. on Thurs.day. · 
For tickets. or more informa-
tion, call 421-3888 or visit . 
www.cincyplay.com. 
. . . 
Reality TV: so real lt hurts 
. NEW SEASONS AND ~EW SHOWS THAT ARE SO BAD YOU CAN'T LOOK AWAY 
LINDSAY SLOCUM 
Asst. Diversions Editor.· 
With the wonderful cornucopia 
of shows gracing our televisions this 
fall, it's difficult to choose how best 
to avoid doing our homework. To-
night, should I watch Hulk Hogan's 
daughter flaunt her legs on her first 
date, or should I watch .fat people 
.make a mockery of themselves 
while trying to do sit-ups? Hmm ... 
Let's sort the keepers from. the los-
ers .. 
NBC seems to be hosting a real 
team of .winners this season, an~ 
Tommy Lee is their captain. On 
"Tommy Lee Goes to College;" the 
drummer of Motley Criie proves that 
the band's reunion' tou~ didn't pay 
his bills. 
So, instead of auctioning off a . 
drum kit or selling more home vid~ 
eos co-starring Pammy, he accepts 
NBC's pitch to fulfill a lifelong 
dream that his rock and roll career 
prevented: attending college, the 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln to 
be exact. , 
Tune. in to watch Tommy hit on 
his tutor, make best of pals with his 
roomie, .try out for the marching 
band, and experience _the re~I col-
lege life we know he was longing 
for while <;laing lines with Nikki. 
Who's the boss? Well, they all·are, bu! only two of them get to fire people. Guess which ones. 
If anyone was worried about 
Martha Stewart's career getting back 
o·n the fast track, you can sleep 
soundly tonight. ·NBC is givirig her 
a season of "The Apprentice!" On 
Wednesday nights this fall, you can 
watch contestants compete to be-
;come Martha's loyal right-hand man 
(or woman). 
But don't be scared! You can still 
watch Don.aid on Thursday nights. 
Meanwhile, NBC will be reward- , 
ing the entire New York State peni-
tentiary system with brand new 
sheets and bath towels from· 
Martha's K-Mart line. 
To everyone's relief, ABC's 
"Wife Swap" made the cut, and is 
returning this fall. If Oprah's spe- . 
cial on swingers was too racy for 
you, try this toned-down primetime 
portrayal of "the lifestyle." 
This Monday, tune in and have a 
knee-slapping laugh as a conserva-
tive etiquette teacher from Missis-
sippi, who firmly believes in struc-
ture and discipline, swaps lives with 
. PHOTO COURTESY OF NBC.COM 
Tommy Lee in the Nebraska-Lincoln marching band .. lfthat is not 
college enough, he now loves to live strong and pop the coller. 
~ · New Releases 
The following discs are due for release on or before Sept. 14 ... 
Apollo Sunshine Apollo Sunshine (spinART) ... Blues Traveler 
Bastardo! (Vanguard) ... Brakes (members of British Sea Power, Tender-
foot and Electric Soft Parade) Give Blood (Rough Trade) ... Cave In 
Perfect Pitch Black (Hydra Head) ... CoCo Rosie Noah's Ark (Touch and 
Go) ... Dandy Warhols Odditorium or Warlords of Mars (Capitol) ... The 
Juliana Theory Deadbeat Sweetheart (Paper Fist/Abacus) ; .. Neon 
Blonde (members of the Blood Brothers) Chandaliers In the Savannah 
(Dim Mak) ... . .. all dates are tentative. 
a raucous stay-at-home mom from 
Massachusetts who doesn't believe 
in manners, any' kind of rules, or 
household duties. Oh, my! . If you 
can't watch "Supernanny" and 
"Desperate Housewives," this 
show's for you! 
Just. when you were thinking, 
"Where could they possibly be tak- · 
ing 'Survivor' next? They've been 
everywhere!'' CBS has brought · 
their answer with "Survivor: Gua-
temala." 
Will the winner be Brandon, the 
ho_t 22-year-old rancher from Kan-
sas? Or Morgan, the sexy 21-year-
old magician's assistant from Illi-
nois? Will CBS find a sexy enough 
cast for next year if they keep out-
casting themselves like this? Will · 
there be more nudity· with this 
young apd beautifu1 lineup? There's . 
only one way to find out. If we're 
lucky, this could be a new "Tempta-
tion Island." 
Ok, MTV. What is more clever 
than a reality show? A reality show 
about making a reality show! This 
fall, ''The Reality Show" tours the 
country; trying to find the next big 
reality star. And, of course, always · 
one step ahead of the nation's curi-
osity, you can visit the show's 
website and take the insightful per-
sonality evaluation, "What Reality 
Show are You?" Along with last 
season's favorites "My ~uper Sweet 
16" and "Laguna Beach," I don't 
think Music Television can get any 
better. 
Edit that. With this fall's lineup, 
TV can't get any better. 
Free moviesf · Free CDs! Free concerts! 
AND get paid for it! 
WOW! 
Nope, It's not a scam. 
Write for Diversions! 
Jeff Goldblum knows. 
Send anemail to 
Newswire-Diversions@xavi.er.edu or sign-tip at our table at 
Club Day on the·Mall on Sept. 12 
·Live Wires ;~~~~~~~~ •· -~ nl illltl~~,~~ .. "JUl!i ::UOIU tllC:'il'C 
hn~- ..:,L lllU ..... 111U 
Friday, September 9 
Humans Bow Dow1_1, 
@Alchem!ze 
Monday; September 12 
The White Stripes 
@ CincinriatiMusic'Hall 
nmtlf u1r..:1:nina11=lll'll 
Friday, September ~ 
Lyle Lovett 
· · @ Taft Theatre · 
Tuesday, September 13 
J. Page (ex- .As Friends ~ust) 
@Mad Hatter 
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High culture 
right on campus 
ANDREW CRAGO 
Diversions Editor 
The Xavier University Classical 
Piano and Guitar Series is opening· 
another year of quality classical mu- . 
sic entertainment. 
The Piano and Guitar series is an 
institution. The piano series was first 
·established in 1976, and the guitar 
series was founded a few years later. 
In addition to piano and guitar, there 
is now a swing series, which features 
larger band shows. 
The entire program is self-suffi-
C'ient, relying most on alu.mni and lo-
cal donors, in addition to ticket sales. 
The shows take place regularly on 
Sunday afternoons, and, although 
students are. encouraged to attend 
and even receive a hefty discount, 
the audience is usually. adults. 
Students should take more advan-
tage of this stellar program, which 
brings in musicians from around the 
world. This year, the first pianist to 
come, Vassily Primakov, is from 
·Russia, and later on ,Roberto Plano 
and Simone Pedroni; both· from 
Italy, will play. On Nov. 6 guitarist 
Ana Vidovic, a native of Croatia, 
will be perform. 
There ·wm be two pianists in the 
series who have ties to. Cincinnati. 
Javier Clavere will b~ playing on 
Jan. 6. He is the Director of Music 
and Worship at St. Margaret ofYork 
Catholic Church in Loveland, OH .. 
Polina Bespalko will play on Jan. 
29. She is a student at ·the Univer-
sity of Cincinnati College Conser-
vatory of Music. 
Many of the musicians have 
. earned prestigious praise, medals 
and awards. It is an impressive list, 
even if I don't know as much about 
the winner of the Van Cliburn pi-
an.ff award as I do of a grammy or a 
VMA.. 
This. year, there are eight solo 
piano performances, four solo gui-
Sixth string-----
. Left-hand{~-----:1:: 
fingering 3:,.....-----,-~ 
. 4---~ 
Death Cab For Cutie 
Plans 
(Atlantic) 
Some songs about 
relationships 
DENNIS HUGHES 
Contributing Writer 
--11--Side or rib 
...,_., ___ _.,_Sound hole 
~-11------11""-Rosette 
------Purtllng 
ing keyboard, guitar, and synthetic 
beats together into a neat package. 
This album is no different.. 
The band itself proclaim that "if 
Transatlanticism 
was an inhale, 
Plans is the ex-
hale." 
L i k e 
Transatlanticism, 
this album deals 
with the truth 
about relation-
ships. The album 
touches on many 
Plans is Death Cab for Cutie's categories oflove 
fifth album, but first on· a major . and lust, ranging 
record label. They signed to Atlan- from the one-
tic after the enormous success of night stand to eternal IOve. While 
their fourth album; Transatlanticism. ruminating on these. topics, the al-
Though the change from small to bum takes you oh an emotional 
large label may cause mo.st bands to drive with many peaks and valleys: 
lose touch with the sound that got- · It is. this trip through the album that 
them fame, Death Cab 
0
for Cu tie's makes the listener look into his/ her · 
roots are firmly planted in the un- own life and re-examine his/her 
usual style that gaihed them recog- own relationships. 
nition. They are known for combin- It begins with "Marching Bands 
DIVERSIONS 
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tar performances and seven shows 
in the "Masters of Swing" series. 
The swing bands run the gamut 
from Bob Adams and the Buffalo 
Ridge Jazz Band playing 
dixieland, to .the Faux Frenchmen 
playing Parisian gyps.y swing. 
Generally, the concert series 
presents rising stars and younger 
artists. ·For example, Vassily 
Primakov and Roberto Plano are 
relatively new to professional tour-
ing, though they have been play-
ing for decades. 
Tickets for the Piano Series are 
$19 per show, and the Guitar Se-
In Your Ear 
of Manhattan," which sets a high 
standard for the following tracks. 
It is an uplifting song reminding 
people to appreciate what they 
· . have in front 
of them: "l 
wish we could 
open our eyes/ · 
To see in all 
directions at 
the same time/ 
Oh what a 
beautiful 
view/ If you 
were never 
aware of what 
was ·around 
_ you." 
"Soul Meets Body" brings the 
listener right back down to earth. 
It is the beginning of the album's 
inquiry into the relationship be-
tween love and. death. "If the si-
lence takes you/ Then I hope it 
takes me too." 
It forces people to think about 
their relationships and how they 
ries are $12 per show, with a $3 
discount for senior citizens: 
Swing Series .tickets are $17. 
Xavier. students can get into all of 
. the shows for $3 each. 
All concerts start on Sundays at 
2:30 p.m. . 
The' concert dates can be found 
on the Xavier University Events 
Calendar online, but much more 
helpful pamphlets can be found at 
the Gallagher Center Theatre. 
For more information about the 
series call x3161or800-344-4698, 
ext. 3161. 
might handle situations like death. 
"Different Names for the Same 
Thing" starts a bit of a lull in. the 
album. The band begins to use syn-
thetic beats, sounding more like 
The Postal Service (lead singer Ben 
Gibbard's side project) over guitar. 
But it doesn't seem as well done as 
The Postal Service's album Give 
Up. 
Death Cab for Cutie's album has 
some great songs. There are oth-
ers that have outstanding lyrics but 
are arranged in a way that is awk-
ward or that do not live up to po-
tential. Other outstanding songs · 
include "I Will Follow You into the 
· Datk," "Crooked Teeth,'' and "What 
Sarah Said,'' which are all about 
. also relationships. 
I would recommend this album 
to anyone, but if it's your first time 
trying Death Cab for Cu tie, then I'd 
begin with Transatlanticism, which 
remains the better album. Anyone 
who enjoys artists like Dave 
Matthews Band, Coldplay, or OAR 
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Vassily Primakov. is the 
first performer of the series. 
He will be playing at 2:30 
p.m. on.Sept. 25, 2005 in the 
Gallagher Center Theatre. 
should love Death Cab for Cu tie just 
as much. 
The Helpful 
Newswire Review 
Rating Guide 
Use this handy guide 
to help interpret our cryptic, 
but always accurate,. symbol 
rating system. 
***** Fantastic 
**** 
Quality 
*** Decent 
** 
Terrible 
* 
Painful 
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September 7 
You know where would. be a 
neat place to travel around? I'll 
tell you. West Africa. Can't boqk 
the ticket this weekend? No prob-
lem because today there is a West 
African Coffee Hour at 3:30 p.m. 
on the s.econd floor of the· 
By Briana Ha_nsen'. To pla:ce an item in the calendar, send mail to news~ire-calendar~xav~er.edu 
lllLU~1•14V4 
Gallagher Student Center. September 8 
Remember the early ,90s? I Jonathan Taylor Thomas. What 
know I do. I recall a certain whole- more can be said? That's right Ja-
so me film with a message of to!- dies, the man who likely occupied 
erance. That film was called most of your childish daydreams 
"Casper," and it contained a turns 24 today. Tim Burns, Xavier's 
l cameo ~ birthday boy and own version of JTT, turns 20. 
TeenBeat hearthrob, Devon Sawa.· In 1810, the first Pacific Fur 
. For me, "Casper" was more Comany ship leaves for Oregon. 
thanamovieaboutfriendshipand That's a historiCal fact. A little 
untimely love. It had. a much more known historical fact is that once 
political purpose. It finally they got there, they had fo face the 
brought some much~needed rec- hazardous Oregon Trail. Everything 
ognition to often discriminated. was going fine until they decided to 
against ghost actors. · ford the river and their oxen died, a 
In one interview, the ghost-ac- , typical rookie mistake. 
tor who played the lovable part of There is a PEP talk in Gallagher 
· "Fatso" discussed his experience Student Center, room 310, at 10:30 
in the e!ltertainment industry. a.m; Maybe at the end of the PEP 
"I've always wanted to explore talk you can discuss different Oregon 
serious musicals like 'RENT' or Trail strategies. Just an idea. 
'Les Miserables,' but people al-
ways scream in my face or ask if 
they can jiggl~ my fat," he ex-
plained. 
For more information on how 
you can help the plight of ghost 
citizens everywhere, visit their 
website at www.onahorse.com. 
. September 9 · ' . 
At 11 p.m., the Late Night Movie 
Series presents "The ·Longest Yard" 
in the Galiagher Student Center 
Theater. 
What do you buy this week? 
Food or Supplies? 
Irfcaseyou're having any doubts 
at all about seeing the movie, keep 
in mind it's Adam Sandler's birth-
day and he'd be very upset if you 
missed it. Who am I kidding? He's 
making millions whether you .de-
cide to go to the movie or not. . 
Oh, well. It still may be worth it 
to see Nelly make his acting debut 
playing a guy named Earl Megget. 
Nelly's name is Earl! Priceless. ·; 
In 1850, California became the 
31st state in the union after only 
two· years, skipping. ter.ritory sta-
tus altogether. · 
If l know anything about my 
California history, it is probably be-
cause California was knpcked up 
with Maryland's baby and needed 
to be a legitimate state before Vir-
ginia started asking questions. 
SATURDAY 
·September 10 .~· 
Today is Nati.anal Swap Id.eas 
Day. What a good idea for a na-
tional holiday. It encourages dis-
cussion and exchange. 
· · In 1977, G:harlene Williams met 
Gerald· Gallego in SacramentO 
where the two were seemingly m-
nocently celebrating the holiday. 
Unfortunately, the two would 
become a serial-killing couple re-
sponsible for the deaths of ten 
people. I wonder how they even 
got oti the topic of serial-killing in 
the first place. 
SU·NDAY .. 
September 11 
The Buffalo Ridge Jazz Band 
. will be performing in the Gallagher 
· Student Center Theater at 7 p.m. 
tonight. 
rm taking :my good friend 
· Ludacris to this event for his 
birthday. We've been planning for 
·months. Luda and I go way back. 
Farther t,han he can remember, 
. because he won't return my calls. 
For classifieds information, call Lena Abbasi at.745-3561 cir e-mail her at Newswire~Classifieds@.xavier.edu . 
Adorable studio apartment. 
across from campus. Equipped. 
Laundry, Quiet building. Best 
deal in town. Student price is 
$342. tncludes heat. Call 961-
5555. 
Help Wanted 
Indian Hill family needs help with 
after school care,· homework, etc. 
Four· girls. Afternoon/evening, 2 
days. ~ust have car/references. C~ll 
290-9646 or email 
mckenna4girls@yahoo.com. 
Work Pff from home or dorm! 
We train. PT $500+/month. No 
door-to-door. No telemarketing. 
For more information, call MrS. 
Brodman toll free: 1-877-251-3854 
#3361. 
Three bedroom apartment with 
two baths. 4035 Ledgewood. 
Two blocks from Xavier. Laun-
dry hook-up, off-street parking, 
large rooms, large closets. Call .-1 
Willa at 542-8794. . PAID ADVERTISEMENT . 
Share your space, but live on your own. 
:~: ... , ........... :: ... · 
·;:-:-~-:::~:. 
":"" ~ ~ ¥Ej~ ... 
All furnishings pictured aro from Wal-Mart. 
Get everything for your dorm room at Walmart.com and still afford tuition; 
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Club Day on the Mall begins at 
10 a.m. Be sure to meander around 
to all the tables and see what strikes 
your fancy. 
And for those of you bullies 
waiting at the Accounting Club 
andConcert Band tables, you are 
required to leave them alone. It's 
the start of No Bully Week. 
ln 1953, John F. Kennedy mar•· 
ried Jacqueline Bouvier. Barry 
White, who was celebrating his. 
ninth birthday, wowed the crowd 
at the wedding reception with his 
already 1ncredibly deep voice. 
That's a lie. I have no way to back 
that up. 
·T·U ES DAY-· 
September 13 
Alright; I' II try felling the truth, 
but I won't like it. Mr. Feeny would 
· want'it that way. I know because I 
asked Ben Savage, aka Corey from 
"Boy Meets World," who turns 25 
today. 
It's also National :fortune 
Cookie J >ay. Fortune cookies are 
nice, but they can't replace Mr. 
Feeny, so don't try. Imagine a world 
without Feeny! The man was there 
every Friday night to provide subtle 
humor and pertinent advice. for a 
changing adolescent. T.G.I.F. 
Thank Goodness It's Feeny. 
To advertise 
here, conta~t 
Lena Abbasi 
at 745-3561. 
WAL~MART· 
ALWAYS LOW PRICES. 
l}J!!¥' 
Walmart.cun 
